MISSION “DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE”

The Hive is not safe anymore. The hunters have arrived, my old enemies lead them. The soldiers too. They found us, before we could reach our best potential. Bring the eggs to safety, preserve our future! I will tread amongst you, my children.

Briefing:

Marines:
That’s a damn big bug we have here! Bring the nest down, torch the eggs, and remember to stay alive! All in a day’s work, soldier. All in a day’s work.

Aliens:
The Queen stirs! Retrieve the furthest eggs! Protect the Queen! Kill the intruders! The Hive must survive!

Predators:
A unique opportunity has presented itself: we found the Queen’s location! Kill the beast for the Clan’s glory, and gather some of those immature eggs to start our hunt elsewhere.

Victory Conditions:

Marines:
- Burn the Egg Clusters (Marine Mission Objective Tokens). Use the Damaging a Tile Mission Special Rule.
- Gain 7 Frags

Aliens:
- Save at least 2 eggs (Alien Mission Objective Tokens). Use the Carrying a Token and Deliver to Vents Mission Special Rules.
- Gain 7 Frags

Predators:
- Carry at least one of the eggs (Predator Mission Objective Token) to the Predator Pod. Use Carrying a Token Mission Special Rule.
- Gain 4 Trophies, or Gain 1 Trophy from the Alien Queen.

Suggested Forces

Marines:
1 Captain armed with a Heavy Pulse Rifle and a Machete
1 Squad of 5 USCM
1 Sentry Gun
1 Power Loader

Predators:
1 Warrior Elder armed with a Relic Smart Disc
1 Hunter Elder armed with a Relic Combi-Stick and a Gatling Plasma Caster
2 Youngbloods, one armed with Wrist Blades and Wrist dart, and another armed with Combi-Stick and Wrist Dart
1 Hellhound
1 Vocal Mimicry

Alternatively, you may use any combination units up to 250 points (Advanced Rules). If you do so, the Alien player must choose the Queen as an HQ and the Predator player must include an Elder as an HQ.